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1. Introduction. The study of algebraic difference equations has led to the

discovery of difference field extensions which possess properties quite unlike

those exhibited by analogous structures in classical Galois theory or the

Galois theory for differential fields developed by E. R. Kolchin [13]. Specifi-

cally, J. F. Ritt [15] pointed out that a difference field Œ(l) may have exten-

sions 9 and 3C which cannot both be embedded in any one extension of i,

while R. M. Cohn [3] showed that SF may have a proper extension X which

does not admit two distinct ^-isomorphisms into any extension of SF. In the

first case, S and 3C are called incompatible extensions of JF; in the second case,

3C is termed a monadic extension of fJ. For the sake of brevity, we use the

term pathological to designate an extension which either is incompatible

with some other extension of í or is a monadic extension of SF.

The existence of pathological extensions has implications for both the ab-

stract and the analytic theory of difference equations [5]. The fundamental

importance of incompatible extensions, for example, becomes clear when one

examines the body of theorems in difference algebra concerning specializa-

tions. Indeed the standard theorems of algebraic geometry regarding special-

izations go over to difference algebra only if one imposes conditions preclud-

ing incompatibility [6]. The existence of monadic extensions on the other

hand, threatens seriously to complicate the task of constructing a Galois

theory for difference fields.

Thus the significance of pathological extensions to difference algebra is

unquestionably great, but our knowledge of these extensions is quite limited.

Cohn [5] has shown that a difference field admits finitely generated patho-

logical extensions only if it admits such extensions of order zero, i.e. algebraic

over the ground field. Hence fields which are algebraically closed admit no

finitely generated pathological extensions. These are the only general results

regarding finitely generated pathological extensions yet obtained.

In view of Cohn's results it is natural to inquire if the existence of finitely

generated pathological extensions of order zero in turn implies the existence

of pathological extensions which are of finite degree over the ground field.

Our primary purpose in this paper is to investigate this supposition; our

principal result is that this supposition is true.

In §2 we prove a decomposition theorem for normal extensions of order
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0) All fields are assumed to be of characteristic zero.
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zero and apply this theorem to prove the aforementioned principal result.

An extension i(a) is said to be a benign extension of ï if 3(a) is a normal ex-

tension of ï and if [S(a): iF]=l.d. (5 (a)/5) [8]. Roughly speaking, the de-

composition theorem asserts that a normal extension of order zero is given by

an extension of limit degree one, i.e. an extension of finite degree, followed

by a series of benign extensions. As a consequence of this theorem we deduce

that the classical difference field of rational functions of one variable with

complex coefficients has no finitely generated pathological extensions.

In §3 we begin an investigation of extensions of order zero and limit degree

one. For a given normal field extension § of a difference field ï, the transform-

ing operation on 5 may be extended to g in [§: ff] ways if any. A theorem is

proved giving the number of distinct (up to isomorphism) classes of such ex-

tensions in terms of the number of automorphisms of the various extensions.

In §4 we apply previous results to the study of pathological extensions of

order zero and limit degree one. It is shown that the (algebraic) Galois group

of a monadic extension admits an automorphism leaving no nontrivial ele-

ment fixed.

In §5 we examine the intermediate fields of an extension of order zero and

limit degree one.

While our notation and nomenclature follow closely that given in Cohn

[3; 5; 8], several points need clarification. A difference field is an ordered

pair (iF, er), the first element of which is a field(*) ; the second, a nonzero endo-

morphism of the field, called the transforming map. If a is an automorphism,

(ï, a) is called an inversive difference field. Unless the notation is incon-

venient or ambiguous, we shall write ff as an abbreviation for (5, a). (9, p)

is an extension of (i, a) if iC9 and the restriction of p to ÍF is a. For simplic-

ity, we shall frequently use the same symbol for the transforming map on

ff and 9.

An inversive closure of a difference field (í, o) is an extension of (iF, a)

which is minimal in the set of extensions of (iF, er) which are inversive differ-

ence fields. An inversive closure (9, <r) of (fi, a) has the property that if

a G 9, then (r*w(a)£iF for a sufficiently large non-negative integer m(a).

The existence of inversive closures is proved in Cohn [4].

Many terms, particularly "field," "extension," "isomorphism," "auto-

morphism," and "group" are used both in their algebraic sense and in the

sense of difference algebra. Usually the context will indicate the usage in-

tended, but if necessary to avoid confusion we use an adjective, usually

"algebraic," to indicate the former meaning is intended, or one of "difference"

or "transformal" to signify the latter.

The author wishes to thank Professors R. M. Cohn and E. R. Kolchin

for their many helpful suggestions during the preparation of this paper. In

particular, the former is responsible for the observation that Theorems 2.10

and 2.11 are consequences of the decomposition theorem.

2. Finitely generated extensions of order zero. Throughout this section
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we assume that every extension is finitely generated and of order zero. As

shown in the proof of Theorem 1 of Cohn [5], every such extension is simply

generated.

If 8 is an extension of the difference field SF and a is an element of 8, then

a is called normal over SF if SF(a) is a normal field extension of SF. We say the

difference field 8 is a normal extension of SF if it is normal in the usual sense.

It is clear that if a£S is normal over SF, then SF(a) is a normal extension of SF.

Let 8 = SF(a) and suppose [SF(a, «i): SF(a)] =l.d. (Q/iF). Then a is termed a

standard generator of 8 over SF. Given a generator X of 8 over SF, we can find a

standard generator by the following procedure.

Let [íF(X, • • • , Xi+i): SF(X, • • • , X,)]=l.d. (8/SF), and choose «GS so that
SF(a) = SF(X, • • • , X,). Then SF(a, ax) = SF(X, • • • , X,+i) so that a is a standard

generator of 8 over SF.

In an analogous fashion, if a normal generator of 8 over SF is given, we

can find a normal standard generator for 8 over SF.

For any extension 8 of SF we denote by 8j> or 81 if there is no danger of

ambiguity, the set of elements a in 8 such that l.d. (S(a)/S) = 1. 8j 1S called

the core of 8 over SF.

Theorem 2.1. If 8 is a finitely generated normal extension of order zero of

the inversive difference field S, then 8j is a simple, normal, inversive difference

field extension of SF of order zero and of limit degree one. Further the core of 8j

over SF »i 8íF-

Proof. Let a, ß be elements of Ql. Since l.d. (SF(a, ß)/S(a)) ál.d. S(ß)/S) = 1

and l.d. (SF(a)/SF) = 1, it follows from Theorem 1 of Cohn [8 ] that l.d. (SF(a, ß)/S)

= 1. Thus l.d. (SF(y)/SF) = 1 for yES(a, ß), and hence S(a, /3)C81- Therefore

81 is a difference field extension of SF. It is obvious that the conjugates over S

of any element of 81 are in S1 so that 81 is normal over îF. By Cohn [7] 81 is

finitely generated and hence simply generated, say 81 = S(a). Clearly l.d. (87^)

= 1 since «ES1- We may assume a is a standard generator of 81 and hence

[S(a, ai): S(a)] = l implying S(cti)CS(a). But [s(a): s]= [$(cti): S] since SF

is inversive and thus 2l = S(a), o(Ql) =iF(a:i) —S(a) =8'i where o is the restric-

tion of the transforming map of 8 to 8S so that 81 is inversive. In addition,

since l.d. (S(a)/S) = 1, a is in the core 3C of 85 over i, implying 3C = 8j-

Let 8 be a difference field extension of S, and let a be a generator of 8

for which [S(a) : S] is minimal. We call [s(a) : S] the minimal degree of 8 over

ÍF, written m.d. (Q/S), and say a is a minimal generator of 8 over S. If m.d. ($/S)

= l.d. (8/SF), then 8 is called a mild extension of S. If the mild extension 8

has a minimal generator which is normal over S, then 8 is said to be a benign

extension of SF. In general, we see for any extension 8 of SF, that l.d. (8/SF)

rgm.d. (8/SF).
We call two difference fields SF and 8 equivalent and write SF~8> if there

exist identical inversive closures of SF and 8-
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Lemma 2.1. Let £F~g and let a1, • • • , ctn be elements in an extension of a

common inversive closure SF = g, of 3 and g such that 5(al, • • • , a'+1) is a mild

extension of iF(a1, • • • , a') with minimal generator ai+1(0^i^n — 1). Then

there exist non-negative integers m,\, • • • , mn such that g^, ■ • • , ot^]) is a

mild extension of %(ct)v • ■ • , aj.) with minimal generator a}*}, for all integers

ri^mi (0£i£n-l).

Proof. We use induction on n. Since 5 (a1) is a mild extension of ï and a1

is a minimal generator, we have

[SF^1): ff] = [S(a\ • • • , «U = S (a, ••-,«!)] (* £ 0).

Equivalently, if f(x) is the unitary, irreducible polynomial vanishing at a1

in íF[x], then/i+i(x) is irreducible over JFfa1, • • • , a¡). Since the coefficients of

f(x) are (EíFCíF = g, we have /mi(x)£g[x] for sufficiently large mi. Then for

any integer nszmi, fTl+%(x) is irreducible over g(o^, • • • , (4l+f_i)(i^0). For

otherwise for sufficiently large j, /ri+1+3(x) would be reducible over

SF(ari+¿, • • • , cCi+i+i-i), a fortiori over iF(a , • • • , ctn+j+i-i), which is impossible.

Assume the theorem true for the case n — \. Since ^(a1, • • • , a"-1)

—S(on> • - • . a"n*lí) for any integers rlt • • • , r„_i, the lemma follows by

applying the result for w= 1 with a" assuming the role of or1, IF (a1, • ■ • , an_1)

that of ÍF, and g(ar11, • • • , a£j) that of g.

Lemma 2.2. Let íF^g ow¿ let a1, ■ ■ ■ , an be elements in an extension of a

common inversive closure of SF and g such that ai+1 is normal over

5{al, • • • , a*) (O^i^n — 1). Then there exist non-negative integers mi, • • • ,mn

such that o£t^is normal over g(aj1, • • • ,aT.)forallintegersri'^:mi(Q^i^n—l).

Proof. Since the ideas here are quite similar to those used in establishing

Lemma 2.1, we merely sketch a proof. Let f(x) be the unitary irreducible

polynomial in ff[x] vanishing at a1. Since a1 is normal over ?F, the zeros of

f(x) can be written as polynomials in a1 with coefficients in 3\ Hence there

exists a non-negative integer mi such that for any integer ri^mi we have

/riWGSW an(I each zero of/ri(x) can be written as a polynomial in ol\1 with

coefficients in g. Then clearly a\ is normal over g. The lemma now follows

by induction on n.

The following theorem is a direct consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.

Theorem 2.2. Let Sc^Qand let a1, • • • , a" be elements in an extension of a

common inversive closure of 'S and g such that $(ctl, • • • , ai+1) is a benign ex-

tension of 5(al, ■ • • , a') with normal minimal generator ai+1, (O^t^ra — 1).

Then there exist non-negative integers m.\, • • • , m„ such that g(aj,, • • • , o¿£J)

is a benign extension of g(aj1, • • • , o£.) with normal minimal generator a£*j

for all integers ri^m{, (0^i^n — l).
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Theorem 2.3 (Decomposition Theorem). Let SF be an inversive difference

field and let 8 be a finitely generated normal extension of S of order zero. Then

there exist elements a1, • ■ • , a" in 8 such that 8—SgK01! " ' ' i a') ana"

8j(a\ • • • , ai+l) is a benign extension of 8$(a1, • • • , a*) with normal minimal

generator ai+1, (QS-i^s — 1).

Proof. The proof is in two parts.

Part 1. We may suppose that ScF^- Assume 8 does not contain a normal

extension of SF different from SF and of limit degree less than », where

« = l.d. (8/SF).
Let X be a normal standard generator of 8 over SF which minimizes

[SF(X):íf]. Since SF is inversive [SF(Xi): SF] = [SF(X): SF]. The Galois group of

SF(X, Xi) over SF(X) is isomorphic with that of SF(Xi) over SF(X)(^SF(Xi) (Theorem 1,

p. 149, Bourbaki [l]), and thus [SF(Xi): SF(X)nSF(Xi)]= [SF(X, Xi): SF(X)j = ».

Choosing ß so that S(ß) = SF(X)nSF(Xi), we see that MiGSF(Xi), and hence

S(ß, /xi) CSF(Xi). Since S(p) is a normal extension of SF, it follows from our as-

sumption that either SF(/i) = SF or l.d. (S(p)/S) =w. In the former case we have

»= [SF(X0: SF]= [íF(X): SF] from which it follows that 8 is a benign extension

of SF with normal minimal generator X. In the latter case «^ [íFíju, pi): S(p)]

£j [SF(Xi): SF(X)nSF(Xi)]=«, implying SFQx, pi)=S(KA and S(jt) = SF(Xi), so that
ß is a normal standard generator of SF(Xi) over SF of degree [SF(jtt): SF]

= [sF(m, px):S]/[S(ft, JUi):SF(m)]=[sF(Xi):SF]/«=['F(X):SF]/». Since g = ÎF<X>
does not have a normal standard generator over SF of degree less than [SF(X) : SF],

the same must be true of the isomorphic field SF(Xi), so that »= 1. This implies

that l.d. (SF<X)/SF) = 1 and thus XGSî^ and 8-&
Part 2. We now assume that 8 contains a normal extension 3C of cy% = 3

of limit degree k (Kk<n). We make the induction assumption that the

theorem holds for extensions of limit degree <».

Working in an inversive closure 8 °f 8> we see that the inversive closure

3C of X is a normal extension of SF since 3C is, and thus the composite 83C is a

normal, finitely generated extension of 3C. By Theorem 2.1 (83C)jc is inver-

sive and we may write (Q^^Q^Kiß) for some /3GS3C- Since 3C(/3) is inversive

we may replace ß by any transform of itself, and since j3G8 we may in fact

take 0GS- Hence we may suppose that ß is a standard generator of 3C(/3)

over 3C, so that ßx£K(ß). Let ßx= 231-0^.0* where A.G3C and ßi denotes the

ith power of ß(l^i^r). If we restrict the automorphisms of 8 over SF to

3C(/3), we obtain all the relative isomorphism of 3C(/3) over S. Consequently,

every conjugate/?^ of ßx with respect to SFcan be written ß^ = 23í=o Pi^iliPiß))1

where p is the restriction of some automorphism of 8 to 3C(j8). Since 3C is

normal, each p(hA is in 3C, and hence each ß^ is in 3C(f>) where b denotes the

set of conjugates of ß over SF. It follows that 3C(b) = 0C(b), whence l.d. (X(b)/3C)

= 1. Therefore l.d. (X(b)/SF) =l.d. (X(b)/3C) l.d. (5C/SF) = 1 • k = k. Since OC is
normal over SF, so is 3C(b). Summarizing, we have that 3C(b) is a normal ex-

tension of SF, (3C(b))j =SF, and l.d. (3C(b)/SF) =A<». By the induction hypoth-
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esis we may therefore write 3C(b)^$(al, • • • , a1) where each a'£3C(b) and

S^a1, • • • , a') is a benign extension of SF(a\ • • • , a<_1) with normal minimal

generator a*(l ^i^l).

Now gcfC is a finitely generated normal extension of 3C(b). Since obviously

l.d. (3C(b)/3C) = 1, 3C(b) must coincide with (g3C)jc and hence is inversive.

Because l.d. (g5c/5c<b)) áU. (g/3C(b» =l.d. (g/SF)/l.d. (3C(b)/SF) = n/k<n,
we conclude by the induction hypothesis that there exist elements y!+1, • • • ,

7*6gÜC such that g5c^3C(b)(7i+1, • • • , y') where 3C(b)('Yi+l, • • • , y') is a
benign extension of X(b)(yl+1, • • • , 7,_1) with normal minimal generator

yi+ï(l+lèjûs). Since 3C(b)c^3C(b)~gr(a1, • • • , a!), it follows from Theorem

2.2 that if we set a'=74(/+l îèjiss) with m a sufficiently large non-negative

integer, then CF(a1, • • • , ai+1) is a benign extension of 5{a1, ■ • • , a*) with

normal minimal generator a<+l (O^i^s— 1). Clearly

g~g3C^3C(b)(y+1, • • • ,y')~S(a\ • • • ,«*•).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

If g is a finitely generated, normal extension of SF of order zero, then a

finite sequence a1, • • • , a* of elements of g as in the statement of Theorem

2.3 is said to define a benign decomposition of g over ï.

Before applying the Decomposition Theorem we need several preliminary

results. Let g be a difference field and a£g. We define the inverseness of a

relative to g, denoted by i(a/g), to be the smallest non-negative integer m

for which am£g.

Lemma 2.3. Let A be an isomorphism of (g, a) into (3C, p). Then A can be

extended to a unique isomorphism of (§, o~) into (3C, u). Conversely, if g and K

are contained in some common over-field and if A is a nontrivial isomorphism of

(g, a) into (3C, p), then the restriction of h to (g, &) is nontrivial.

Proof. Let a£(g, a) and define h(a) = p~mham(a), where m = i(a/£). Let

/3£(g, o) and set n = i(j8/g), r = max (m, n), and s = i(a+ß/%). Clearly s^r.

If m¿¿n, it is easy to show s = r, and in this case, using the fact hcr(y) =p.h(y),

for all 7£g, we have

h(a + ß) = u~'ha'(a + ß) = p-,hoJ(a) + u-'htr>(ß)

= M~*A<r,-m((rm(a)) + p-'ha'-n(an(ß))

= u-'p'-nh^^ct)) + M_*M*~BA(<rB03))

= M~mA<rm(a) + p-nhcrn(ß) = h(a) + h(ß).

If m = n = r, let t = r — s. Then

h(a) + h(ß) = p-*hcr*(a) + p-Thcr'tf) = u^hcr^a + ß)

= p-^hcr'(cr'(a + ß)) = p~rp'hcr'(a + ß)

= u-'h<r>(a + ß) = A"(a + ß).
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Similarly h(aß) = h(a)h(ß). Furthermore, ho~(a) = p~m+1hom~1(o(a))

=ß~m+lho-m(a) =fth(a). Thus ¡t is an isomorphism of § into X extending A.

That A is unique is obvious.

Conversely, let n be an isomorphism of § which leaves each element of 8

invariant. Let «GS and set m = i(a/%). Then a = o~m(o-m(a)) and Ä(a)

= ícr_'"(<r'n(a)) =a~mh(om(a)) =^<r~m(om(a)) =a.

From Lemma 2.3 we easily deduce a further lemma and theorem.

Lemma 2.4. Let SF be an inversive field. Then 8 and X are incompatible ex-

tensions of SF if and only if 8 and X are incompatible exttnsions of SF. 8 is a

monadic extension of SF if and only if 8 is a monadic extension of SF.

Theorem 2.4. Let SF be an inversive difference field and let 8 and X be

equivalent finitely generated extensions of SF of order zero. Then 8 is incompatible

with an extension X of SF if and only if X and X are incompatible extensions of SF.

8 is a monadic extension of SF if and only if Xi is a monadic extension of SF.

Let SF be an inversive difference field and let 8 and X be extensions of SF.

If 8¿v and 3Cjv represent difference fields formed by extending the transforming

maps of 8 and X to the minimal normal extension of SF containing 8 and 3C

respectively, then 8# and 3CV are incompatible extensions of SF whenever 8

and X are.

Theorem 2.5. Let SF be an inversive difference field, and let 8 and 3C be

finitely generated, normal extensions of SF. Then % and X are incompatible ex-

tensions of SF if and only if 8$ and 3Cj are incompatible extensions of SF.

Proof. The sufficiency of this condition is obvious. To prove the converse

we assume that 81 = 9sV an(l 3C1 = 3tfj have isomorphisms over SF into an ex-

tension (X, p) of SF. We may take X to be algebraically closed. Let a1, • • • , am

and ß1, • • ■ , ßn define benign decompositions of the respective extensions 8

and X of SF. By Theorem 2.4 it is sufficient to show that ^(ot1, • • • , am) and

X1(ß1, • • • , ßn) have isomorphisms into X over SF. This in turn will follow

if we establish the following :

Let (£, cr) be an extension of (SF, <r) ; let (SJTC, a) be a benign extension of

(£, o) ; and let <f> be an isomorphism of (£, a) over (SF, o) onto (£', p) in the

extension (3C, ju) of (SF, a). Then tj> can be extended to an isomorphism of

(2fTC, o) into (3C, ß) over (SF, a).

To prove this let a be a minimal generator for (2ftZ, o) over (£, a), and

set/(:t) equal to the unitary irreducible polynomial in £[x] vanishing at a,

g(x) the polynomial in £'[x] obtained from/(j;) by replacing the coefficients

in f(x) by their images under <b. Then <b can be extended to an algebraic iso-

morphism <ba of £(ct) onto £'(ß), #o(«) —ß, where ß is any zero of g(x). Since

a is a minimal generator of a benign extension of £, fx(x) is irreducible over

£(a) and <p0 can be extended to an isomorphism <bx of £(ct, ax) onto £'(ß, y),

<bx(ccx) =y, where y is any zero of h(x), the polynomial obtained from/i(x) by
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replacing the coefficients in/i(x) by their images under <£0. Since /i(x)£<£[x]

and <ptr(a) = pxj>(a), a££, it follows that ßi=p(ß) is a zero of A(x). Hence we

can take 7=/3i. A straightforward induction argument now yields the de-

sired result.

It is easy to see that a benign proper extension of an inversive field always

has nontrivial automorphisms, for such an extension is formed by adjoining

the zeros of a reflexive prime difference ideal which has a characteristic set

consisting of one difference polynomial of order zero. It is not so obvious,

however, that an intermediate extension should likewise be amonadic.

Theorem 2.6. Let SF(X) be a benign extension of the inversive difference field

SF, and let X be a difference field intermediate to SF and SF(X) different from SF.

Then 3C is an amonadic extension of SF.

Proof. We assume the contrary and produce a contradiction. Without

loss of generality we may take X. = SF(a).

Let (g, <r) be an inversive closure of SF(X), and set 3C equal to the inversive

closure of SF(a) in g. Let G be the algebraic Galois group of g over SF, H the

(closed) subgroup of G corresponding to the subfield 3C. Since SF(X) is a benign

extension of SF with normal minimal generator X and since SF is inversive, the

fields SF(X,) and SF(Xj)(— » <i<j< oo) are linearly disjoint and have iso-

morphic Galois groups over SF. Hence we can represent G as an infinite direct

product of finite groups all isomorphic to the Galois group G\ of SF(X) over SF.

We designate the elements of G\ and their isomorphic images by p's with

subscripts and elements of G by ( • • • , pi, pj, pk, • • •).

Let x£G. Then if scr(x) = o-j(x) for every x£3C, we must have j£iT since

SF(a) is a monadic extension of SF and by Lemma 2.4 the same is true of 3C.

Let s= ( • • • , po, pi, p2, • • • ) be any element of G, and define s*= eraser.

It is easy to see that s*= ( ■ • • , pi, p2, p%, ■ ■ • ), i.e., if p0 acts on X0, pi on Xi,

etc., in 5, then pi acts on X0, p2 on Xi, etc. in 5*.

With the above definition of s*, it follows that if X is a monadic extension

of SF and if s-^EH, then s£iT.

Let a£SF(X0, • • • , Xa+t). We can choose elements pa, • ■ ■ , pa+i, where

pa+j acts on \+j (O^j^i) so that P=( ■ ■ ■ pa-U pa, ■ ■ • , pa+i, pa+i+i, • • • )

is not in H no matter what choice is made for pa-\, pa-2, • • • ;

pa+i+i, Pa+i+2, • • • . Thus for some integer A with O^k^i (namely for k = i)

it is possible to select a set of ¿>'s acting on X„, • • • , X„+t, such that

P=( • • • < Pa-i, pa, • ■ • , pa+k, pa+k+i, * ' * ) £TT no matter what choice is

made for pa-i, pa-2, • ■ • ; pa+k+i, pa+k^2, • • • . Let such a A be chosen as small

as possible.

Let P = ( • • • , pa-i, pa, ■ ■ ■ , pa+k, pa+k+i, ' • ') represent an arbitrary

completion of pa, • • • , pa+k to an element in G, and set S = P~1P*. Since

P£iT and 3C is a monadic extension of SF, we must have s(¡.H. But setting

Si = pïlpi+i (—<»<î<oo) we see that sa, • • • , sa+k-i are determined by
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pa, • • • , Pa+k, the other s< being arbitrary since we can complete />„, • • • , pa+k

in such a fashion as to obtain any desired set sa-x, sa-i, • ■ • ; sa+k, sa+k+x, • • •.

If k>0 this contradicts the choice of A. If A = 0 all of the s< are arbitrary and

can be chosen so that 5 = e. This implies e^H which is impossible.

Theorem 2.7. Let SF be an inversive difference field and let S(a) be a simple

extension of SF of order zero such that l.d. (S(ct)/S) > 1. Then S(a) is an amonadic

extension of SF.

Proof. Let 8 be a finitely generated, normal extension of SF containing

SF(a), and let X1, • • • , XB define a benign decomposition of 8 over SF. Now

aGSï because l.d. (SF(a)/SF) > 1. Therefore if we denote the inversive closure

of SiFv^1. • • • , X<) by Xi(0^i^n) so that X0 = 8i> and let v denote the small-

est positive integer for which «G3C, then l^v^n. As SsV^1. ' ' • . X'-1)(XV)

is a benign extension of SiV^1' " " - . *"~1) and Çh&l> ' ' ' > X"-1)—W>-u it

follows from Theorem 2.2 that 3C_i(X£.) is a benign extension of 3C„_i for a

sufficiently large non-negative integer m. Since for a sufficiently large non-

negative integer r we have arG3C-i(X^) and ar(£Xr-x, it follows from Theo-

rem 2.6 that 3C„_i(ar) is an amonadic extension of 3C,_i. By Theorem 2.4 it

follows that 3C,_i(a) is an amonadic extension of 3C,_i. This implies SF(a) is

an amonadic extension of SF.

The results of this section together with Theorems 1 and 2 of [5] give

Theorem 2.8. 7/ a« inversive difference field admits a finitely generated

pathological extension, then it admits a pathological extension of finite degree

of the same type.

As an application of Theorem 2.8 we prove

Theorem 2.9. The difference field G(x) of rational functions of x with com-

plex coefficients, with transforming defined by f(x)-*f(x + l), has no finitely

generated pathological extensions.

Proof. By Theorem 2.8 our result will follow if we show that Q{x) has no

proper extensions of limit degree one. Suppose, on the contrary, that a is a

standard generator of an extension of G(x) of limit degree one. Then ax is a

rational function of a with coefficients in Q(x). But the transforming opera-

tion on e(x) is such that ax, considered as an algebraic function of x, must

have at least one branch point not occurring among the set of branch points

of the algebraic function a. This contradicts the fact that ax is rational in a.

The material in this section also enables us to give generalizations of

Theorems 1 and 2 of Cohn [5].

Lemma 2.5. Let % = S(ßx, ■ • • , ßq) be an extension of the difference field SF

of transformal transcendence degree q, and let Xbe a finitely generated extension

°f 9 °f order zero and limit degree one. Then 3C is generated by adjoining to 8

elements which are algebraic over SF.
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Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove the lemma with the added hypoth-

esis that SF is algebraically closed in g. Thus we must show 3C = g.

Our proof is by induction on q. Setting 3=1, we write ß for ßi and let a

be any element in 3C.

Since l.d. (3C/g) = l, there is an integer r such that for any positive

integer A, ar+kE£(ot, • • • , ar). Choose A so large that the set 5 of transforms

of ß occurring in the minimal equations with unit initial coefficients for

«i, • • • , ar, and the set T of transforms of ß occurring in the minimal equa-

tion with unit initial coefficient for ctr+k are disjoint.

Let the rational expression for ar+k in terms of a, • ■ • , ar and transforms

of ß be arranged as a rational function in members of T with coefficients

which are rational combinations of other ßit a, • ■ • , ar, and with one coeffi-

cient unity. Let S' be the set of ß{ appearing in these coefficients, and let

U=S\JS'. Then UC\T=0.
We now adjoin to the field SF (not to the difference field) new algebraically

independent sets U', U", • • • , each with as many members as U. The SF-

isomorphism mapping U—>l/(i), T—*T, extends to an isomorphism mapping

a, ■ ■ ■ ,ar; ar+k into a(i\ ■ ■ ■ , ce'"; ot¡;+l.

If the rational expression for aT+k contains a coefficient which is not

algebraic over SF, then since the Z7(i) are algebraically independent it is easy

to see that this coefficient has distinct images under these isomorphisms.

Then the af\.t are all distinct. Since they are the solutions of the minimal

equation for aT+k, which is unaltered by the isomorphisms, this is impossible.

Hence every coefficient is algebraic over SF. But these coefficients are in 3C,

and since SF is algebraically closed in 3C, the coefficients must be in SF. Thus

i*r+<bEg, and so aEÇ, implying g = 3C.

To complete the proof by induction, we set g = SF(ßi, • • • , ßq) and assume

the lemma true for q' <q. By the induction hypothesis 3C is generated by

adjoining to g a set A of elements algebraic over SF(|8i). Since SF(ßi)(.4) and

g are linearly disjoint over SF(ßi), 5(ßi)(A ) is of limit degree one over SF(ßi).

Hence $(ßi)(A) is generated by adjoining to g elements algebraic over SF.

Theorem 2.10. Let g = SF(ßi, • ■ ■ , ßq) be an extension of SF of transformal

transcendence degree q; let 50. and X be finitely generated incompatible extensions

of g, an inversive closure of g. Then there exist elements c and d of 3C and X re-

spectively which generate incompatible extensions of SF of order zero.

Proof. Since the least normal extensions of 3C and X are incompatible

extensions of g, there is no loss of generality if we assume 3C and X to be nor-

mal extensions of g. Then by Theorem 2.5, 3Cñ and Xñ are incompatible ex-

tensions of g. With the aid of Lemma 2.3, it is easy to show that this in turn

implies the existence of finitely generated incompatible extensions 3C*and

3C* (contained in 3C and X respectively) of g which are of order zero and limit

degree one. Hence by Lemma 2.5, 3C* and X* are generated by the adjunction
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to 8 of elements c and d respectively which are algebraic over SF. If SF(c) and

SF(zi) are not incompatible extensions of SF, we can find an extension £ of SF

containing difference subfields isomorphic to SF(c) and SF(zi). Adjoining q ele-

ments annulling no nonzero difference polynomial with coefficients in £ (and

hence annulling no polynomial with coefficients in SF), we obtain an extension

of £ which contains a difference subfield isomorphic to 8- Hence we can con-

struct an extension of 8 which contains difference subfields isomorphic to

8(c) and £{d), i.e., 8(c) and %(d) are not incompatible extensions of 8-

Theorem 2.11. Let % = S(ßx, ■ ■ • , ßq) be an extension of SF of transformal

transcendence degree q, and let X be a finitely generated monadic extension of 8,

an inversive closure of 8- Then there exists an element a in X which generates a

monadic extension of SF of order zero.

Proof. By Theorem 2.8, we may assume X is a monadic extension of 8

of order zero and limit degree one. By Lemma 2.3, there exists a monadic ex-

tension 3C* of 8> X*QX, of order zero and limit degree one. By Lemma 2.5,

there exists an element a in 3C* such that 3C = 8(a) and a is algebraic over SF.

If S(a) is not a monadic extension of SF, then there exists an extension £ of SF

containing two difference subfields isomorphic to SF(a). By adjoining to £ q

elements annulling no nonzero difference polynomial with coefficients in £,

we obtain a difference field into which £(a) has two distinct isomorphisms.

3. Extensions of limit degree one. On the basis of the results obtained in

§2, it is natural to proceed to a more detailed investigation of the structure

of normal extensions of order zero and of limit degree one (that is, difference

field extensions which as field extensions are of finite degree and normal).

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to this task.

Let (8, o) be a normal extension of the inversive difference field (SF, o)

of limit degree one with standard generator a. If sx = e, s2, • ■ • , sn denote the

elements of the Galois group G of 8 over SF, then the composite mappings

<rsi = <r, o Si, • • • , oSn are automorphisms of 8 whose restrictions to SF give <r.

Thus each o-i = o~Si defines a difference field extension (8, <r.) of (SF, <r) of limit

degree one. Since there are no more than » extensions of <r to 8> we have

proved

Theorem 3.1. If (8. o) is a finitely generated, normal extension of the inver-

sive difference field (SF, a) of limit degree one, then there are precisely »= [8: SF]

extensions (8, ff¿)(l ={ièn) of (SF, a) each of limit degree one. The a i are given

by osi, where s,GG(l ^iú.n).

The relation of this theorem to [5 ] becomes clear if each extension (8, o A

is thought of as arising from the adjunction to (SF, a) of a solution of a reflexive

prime difference ideal in the decomposition of {A (y)}, where A (y) is an

algebraically irreducible, normal difference polynomial of order zero with

coefficients in SF. We are further assuming that each of the reflexive prime
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difference ideals has a characteristic set of length two, the second member of

which is of degree one in yi. In [5] the development is now continued by

examining the pathology of the (g, a.) with reference to the manifold of

{/l(y)j. In our particular case the Galois group G together with a set of

automorphisms of G becomes the primary tool of our investigation.

Evidently (g, Sitr) is also an extension of (SF, a), and hence SíO~ = ltsj for

some SjEG. Thus the mapping s—-*s*, where s* = a~lSiO- is an automorphism

of G. Furthermore the fixed points of the mapping are those elements of G

which commute with <r and thus are automorphisms of the difference field

(g, cr) over (SF, a). We denote the totality of such elements by G„, and call it

the transformal Galois group of (g, a) over (SF, a). The automorphism s,—+s*

is called the a-automorphism of G. Similarly we see that s¡ is an element of

G,¡, the transformal Galois group of (g, o\), if and only if s¡ is a fixed point

of the (TSi-automorphism Sk-^sTls*Si. For ease of notation we designate

(g, <Ti) by g< and G,< by G,-.
We are interested not only in the automorphisms of a given g,-, but also

in the SF-isomorphisms of g¿ onto §/. For any <r< and any s EG, stTiS~l=crj for a

unique j. If ;'■♦, then sEGi. If j^i, then s is an SF-isomorphism of g,- onto

g,-. Thus each element of G either is an automorphism of g, or else is an iso-

morphism of g,- onto some g,- with j j± i. Hence we can exploit the fact that the

fields g¿ are algebraically indistinguishable by employing G in a dual role—

as the source of automorphisms of the difference fields and of the relative

isomorphisms among the various difference fields.

From the above discussion it follows that the difference fields %¿A úiún)

are divided into equivalence classes of isomorphic difference fields. The follow-

ing theorem enables us to compute the number of classes from the order of

the Gi.

Theorem 3.2. The number of isomorphism classes is equal to n~x E"-1 ord G¡.

Proof. Let K\, ■ ■ • , K, denote the isomorphism classes and let A< denote

the number of elements in Ki(l^iSr). G operates transitively on Ki so

that ki divides n. Writing n = AjA,- we see that the number of elements of G

which are automorphisms of a particular difference field ÇjjEKi is equal to A,-,

that is A< = ord GjfaEKA. Thus

r r r n

m = E kihi = E   2~1   ̂ i= 2~1   E   ord Gj = E ord &i-
,_i ,_i %sK{ i-i g,ex,- ,-i

Corollary. Eí-i ^í"1 = !•

Proof. Since Ei-i k, = n, we have

¿ Ar1 = É n~lki = 1.
<-i »-i
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It should be noted that while S<~S> implies Gi^Gj, the converse is false.

In fact, as we shall see in Example 1, §4, G, may be isomorphic to G¡ even

though 8t and 8; are incompatible extensions of SF.

4. Pathological extensions of limit degree one. We turn now to the special

case which motivated this investigation. The notation and assumptions of §3

remain in force throughout this section.

Theorem 4.1. 8« is a monadic extension of (SF, <r) if and only if G¿ = {e}.

Furthermore, if one 8< w a monadic extension of (SF, a), then 8y is a monadic

extension of (SF, o) for every j.

Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that 8 is a normal ex-

tension of SF.. The second statement is an immediate consequence of the corol-

lary to Theorem 3.2.

Thus a necessary condition that a 8* be a monadic extension of (SF, a) is

that G admit an automorphism leaving only the neutral element fixed. Fur-

thermore, this condition is independent of <r and is a function of SF and 8 only.

J. G. Thompson [16] has shown that if a finite group admits an automorphism

of prime order leaving only the neutral element fixed, then the group must be

nilpotent. Previously, Burnside [2], B. H. Neumann [14], W. Feit [9], and

G. Higman [12] had obtained results on this problem, but little is known if

the automorphism is of composite order, other than that the group may even

be solvable but not nilpotent [lO].

In connection with the above remarks it should be noted that the second

assertion of Theorem 4.1 can be proved in a purely group-theoretic context

as follows:

The mapping si—>s?sï'1 of G is one-to-one if Si-+s? leaves only the neutral

element fixed; for if s?sr1 = s?sj~1, then (s^sA* = s^Si implying j¿ = sy. The

second part of Theorem 4.1 is simply the assertion that only the neutral

element of G is mapped into a conjugate by s,—»s*. Suppose such were not

the case. Let s? = SjSisy1 and let sk be the unique solution of the equation

s? = SjSx. Then (siSk)* = (s3SiSj-1)(sjsk) = Sj(siSk) implying sk = SiSk or Si = e.

We have seen that an abstract finite group G can be the Galois group of a

monadic extension only if G admits an automorphism leaving only the neutral

element fixed. Turning now to the other extreme we ask, "What restriction

must be placed on G if the 8« are to be mutually incompatible?" Here the

criterion is particularly simple and is given in the corollary to Theorem 4.4.

Theorem 4.2. 8< o,nd 8y are compatible extensions of (SF, o) if and only if

they are isomorphic over (SF, a).

Proof. Suppose 8¿ and 8y are compatible. Then there exist isomorphisms

6, <b of 8<i S> respectively onto fields (¡JC, p), (X, p) contained in an extension

(£, p) of (SF, <r). Since X and X are isomorphic and are normal extensions of

SF they must be identical. It now follows that 0-10 gives an isomorphism of

8« onto 8/ over (SF, o). The converse is obvious.
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Theorem 4.3. The n transformal Galois groups G< (l = i^n) satisfy

Gir\S(G)=Gj(~\£(G) (1£*\ jún), where 3(G) is the center of G.

Proof. Let sEGit^SiG). Since sEGt we have s* = sissr1. Now sES(G)

gives s* = s implying s£Gi. But sEGii\3(G) implies SjSSf1 = s = s*. Thus

sEGjC\>$(G). Interchanging the roles of G,- and G¡ we obtain the theorem.

Corollary. The n transformal Galois groups G,- (l^j^n) are all equal if

and only if they are in ¿&(G).

Proof. By Theorem 4.3 it follows that if the groups are in £(G) then they

are equal. Suppose Gi = G¡ (1 úi,jún) and let sEGi. Then s* = s since sEGi

and SjSSf1 = s* = s (íújún) since sEGj. Hence sES(G).

An extension g, of (SF, a) is said to be an isolated extension of (SF, o) if g<

is incompatible with each g, (j= 1, 2, •••,<,•••, «). By Theorem 4.2, g<

is isomorphic to no g,- (tV*)> and hence each sEG must give an automorphism

of g,-. Conversely, if Gi = G, then g< must be an isolated extension of (SF, <r).

For if not, it follows from Theorem 4.2 that g¿ « %¡ for some j (j^i). But since

Gi = G this implies the existence of an element sEG which gives an automor-

phism of g< and an isomorphism of g, onto g;. This is clearly impossible, and

we have proved the following

Theorem 4.4. An extension g,- is an isolated extension of (SF, a) if and only

ifGi = G.

Corollary. If the extensions g< (1 = i^ w) are mutually incompatible, then

G is Abelian.

Proof. To say that the gi(l=i^n) are mutually incompatible is to say

that each g,-, (l^i^n) is isolated, i.e., G( = G (1 úiún) by Theorem 4.4. By

the corollary to Theorem 4.3 we must have 3(G) =G.

Returning now to more general considerations, we have shown that for any

g¿, A,- ord d = n, where ki is the number or extensions g, in the isomorphism

class of g,. In particular either all the g< are monadic or at least two of the ex-

tensions are incompatible. These results do not depend on any restrictive

property of the group G. It is natural to expect that the imposition of a re-

striction on G will in turn limit the range of possibilities for the g,-. Thus if

G is of prime order, either the g¿ are all monadic or mutually incompatible.

As a further example suppose G is of order n=pq, where p and q are distinct

primes. We shall show that there are four possibilities in this case:

(1) The g,- (1=í^m) are monadic.

(2) The Si (i^i^n) are mutually incompatible.

(3) There are p isomorphism classes of fields each with transformal Galois

group of order p, or there are q classes with group of order q.

(4) There is one isolated extension, a extensions with transformal Galois

group of order p, and b extensions with group of order q, where a, b is a solu-

tion of the Diophantine equation qx+py = n — 1.
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Proof. Suppose there are no monadic or isolated extensions. Denoting by

a the number of classes of extensions with group of order p and by b the num-

ber with group of order q, we have by the corollary to Theorem 3.2, a/p

-\-b/q = \, or aq-\-bp = pq. Then p\a, q\b and we may write pqm+pqm'=pq,

where m and m' are positive integers. Then m-\-m' = 1, implying either m = 0

or w' = 0, i.e. either o = 0, b = q, or o=/>, o = 0.

Suppose there is an isolated extension. Then it is easy to see that the total

number of isolated extensions is the order of 3(G). However the center of

a group of order pq is either the entire group or the neutral element. Hence

either all the extensions are isolated or just one is. In the latter case, using a

and b as before, we have by the corollary to Theorem 3.2:

a/P + b/q + Vpq = 1,

or

aq + bp = n — 1.

It is easy to see that this equation has just one positive solution.

We conclude this section with several examples.

Example 1. Define the transform of a rational function f(x) with coeffi-

cients in the complex field 6 to be/*(#), the function obtained by replacing

each coefficient in/(x) by its complex conjugate. The field (SF, o) is then Q(x)

with <r defined by the above. Let <g=3(a), where a is a fourth root of x. The

Galois group G of 8 over SF is the cyclic group of order four, and if 81 is de-

fined by the specification that a is its own transform, then the <r-automor-

phism of G is given by

s? = Si (i - 1, 2).

S* = Si

where 52 is the element of order two in G. It is easy to see that G, (1 ^¿^4)

is the subgroup of order two. Furthermore, the formula l/4(23*-i OI"d Gi)

shows that there are two isomorphism classes easily verified to be {S^Sî}.

{9», 84}.
Even in a case as simple as the present example we observe basic differ-

ences from the situation in algebra and differential algebra. Consider, for

example, the field 81 and the fixed field of Gi, SF(a2). It can be shown that

SF(a2) admits a nontrivial automorphism over SF. However, since SF(ct2) is the

fixed field of Gx, the automorphism cannot be extended to an automorphism

of 81 over SF. Thus we have the anomalous fact that an intermediate difference

field may have as many automorphisms as the given extension, some of which

cannot be obtained by restricting automorphisms of the given extension.

Example 2. If the transforming operation on SF is the identity, then 81

is isolated and the group G, is the normalizer of 5,(1 ^iSn). Furthermore the

extension 8« is isolated if and only if Si<E3(G). Evidently the intermediate
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difference fields contained in g,- are those intermediate algebraic fields 3C

which are the fixed fields of subgroups H with the property s,Hst1:=H. (We

return to such considerations in §5.) In particular consider the difference field

(SF, o)=R(a, b, c), where R is the field of rational numbers and a, b, and c

independent indeterminates each equal to its transform. If A(y)=y3+ay2

+by+c, then by adjoining the Galois resolvent of A(y) to (SF, a) we obtain

a field g whose Galois group is the symmetric group of order 3!. Then the

transformal Galois groups are given by

G

Gi = $i, Si

Si, Sf,, St

where si is the neutral element of G; s2, s3, s4 are the elements of order two;

and sb, stare the elements of order three. Using the condition for isomorphisms

between fields given in §3, we find that g< ~Qj if and only if sy is conjugate to

Si. Hence there are three isomorphism classes

{Si}, {92,93,94}, {g6,g6}.

We observe that the elements of the second class have unequal Galois groups.

In general, if sEG establishes an isomorphism from g,- onto %¡ and if

SkEGi, then the mapping s*—>ssks~l is an isomorphism of G¿ onto Gy. Thus we

have

Theorem 4.6. G, ■= G ¡for every j such that g,- « g;- if and only if G i is normal.

As in Example 2 the normal difference fields generated by the adjunction

of the roots of the general equation of order n^3(n¿¿6) will give neither

mutually incompatible extensions nor monadic extensions since the corre-

sponding Galois group is the symmetric group. This follows from the fact that

the symmetric group of order «(«2:3, n¿¿6) is complete, i.e. has no center

and every automorphism is inner.

Since the Galois group of a given extension remains unchanged if the

definition of transforming in the ground field is altered, we can never expect

to obtain sufficient conditions for the extension to be pathological by impos-

ing restrictions on the Galois group alone. This observation is borne out by

Example 3. Let the field SF be the field of rational functions of x with coeffi-

cients in the field of complex numbers; let g be the splitting field of y9—x.

If the transforming map a on SF is the identity, then the g< are mutually in-

compatible; if

a,:f(x)—*f*(x), then the g,- are monadic; if

<r:/(x)—>/*(x2), then the g, all have transformal Galois groups of order

three.

As we saw in Example 2, the nature of the transforming operation may

be sufficient to guarantee the nonexistence of certain types of extensions.

if i = 1,

if 2 j£ i á 4,

if i = 5, 6,
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Thus if the transforming operation on the ground field is the identity, we

can never obtain monadic extensions. However, if (SF, a) is as in Example 1,

then the adjunction of the zeros of y3~x gives mutually incompatible exten-

sions of (SF, o), whereas in Example 3 we obtained monadic extensions, and in

Example 1 two isomorphism classes of two fields each.

5. Intermediate difference fields. It is natural to ask how much of the

fundamental theorem of Galois theory can be taken over to the extensions of

difference fields of limit degree one. Example 1 and the existence of monadic

extensions indicate that we cannot hope to obtain an analogue by replacing

the set of intermediate algebraic fields by the set of intermediate difference

fields and restricting the group G to G,.

Theorem 5.1. (a) The difference fields intermediate to (SF, a) and g< are

those intermediate algebraic fields X whose corresponding group G(X), the sub-

group of G leaving X invariant, is invariant under the oi-automorphism of G.

(b) If (X, Oi) is an intermediate, normal difference field, then the transformal

Galois group of (X, ct<) over (SF, a) is isomorphic to the factor group G(i)(X)/G(X),

where G(i)(X) is the totality of elements s(EG such that [s, z/.jGSO^). where

[s, Oi]=s~1oï~1so-i. (c) If (X, o A is normal and d(X) is the sub-group of G¿

leaving (X, a,) invariant, then [G<: G,(3C)] ̂  [G(i,(3C): G(X)] gord G,. (d) If

[Q: SF] is not prime, then there exists an intermediate difference field except pos-

sibly for the case in which G is an Abelian group of prime-power order.

Proof, (a) If oTlG(X)<Ji = G(X), then oT1so-i(X)=X for any sGG(3C), any

XG3C. Hence soí(\)=Oí(\) and thus </j(X)G3C. The converse follows by re-

versing the steps.

(b) Since (X, oA is a difference field we have, by (a), oT1G(X)o-i = G(X).

Then it is easy to see that the map sG(X)—>or1sG(X)oi is well-defined and is

in fact an automorphism of G/G(X). Since the transforming operation in

(X, Oi) is given by restricting erf to X, it follows that the restriction of the <r<-

automorphism of G to G/G(X) corresponds in the natural isomorphism be-

tween G/G(X) and the Galois group 77 of X over SF to the (/¿-automorphism

of 77.
If a coset sG(X) is left fixed by the «/¿-automorphism, then a simple com-

putation shows [s, <r,]GG(X), and conversely if [s, tr,-]GG(3C) then sG(X) is

left fixed by the «/¿-automorphism. The totality of elements s£.G for which

[s, ct,]GG(3C) form a subgroup G(i)(3C) of G and clearly G(X)CG^(X).

Furthermore Gli)(X) is invariant under the (/.-automorphism of G. Then, as

in the proof of the corresponding theorem in algebra, we show G(i,(3C)/G(3C)

is isomorphic to the transformal Galois group of (3C, <r,) over (SF, a).

(c) Let sj, sk G G(i)(3C) and suppose [sit <r¿] = [sk, z/¿]. Then sksfl

= srl(shS]~1)*Si and thus si;Sy'1GG¿. Conversely, if SkS^&G» then [s¡, <r¿]

= [sk, Oi]. Since G¿ is a subgroup of GH)(X), it follows that the number m of

elements of G(X) of the form   [s,-, r/,] is equal to   [Gífí(X): G,].  Hence
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m = ord G«>(3C)/ord G{ = [G<o(3C): G(JC)](ord G(3C)/ord G,), or [G«(3C):

G(3C) ]/ord G, = m/ord G(3C) ̂ 1. Hence [G«>(3C) : G(3C) ] gord G,-.
Now defining G,-(3C) = G(3C)nG,-, we have [G<: G,(3C)] =ord G</ord G<(3C)

= ord G,/ord (G (3C) nG<) = ord (G(3C)-G,)/ord G(3C), by the First Isomor-
phism Theorem. But G(3C) CG(i)(3C), and G<CG»»(3C)- Hence ord (G(3C) -G.)
áord G(»(3C), and thus [G¿: G¿(3C) ] g [G^X) : G(3C) ].

It can be shown that G,/G,(3C) is isomorphic to a subgroup of TT but not

necessarily to H itself. Furthermore, Example 1 shows that G(0(3C) may be

greater than the product of G,- and G(JC).

(d) If g¿ is not a monadic extension of (SF, a), then the field corresponding

to G i is an intermediate difference field, or if d = G then any intermediate

algebraic field is a difference field. If g, is monadic then by Herstein [ll ] there

exists a Sylow ^-group fixed under the <r .-automorphism of G for every prime

p dividing the order of G. Hence if there are no intermediate difference fields

then the order of G must be a power of a prime. But then the center of G is a

nontrivial characteristic subgroup and hence the fixed field of the center is a

difference field. Thus if there are no intermediate difference fields, G must be

Abelian.

Part (c) can be strengthened when gf is a monadic extension of (SF, o-).

For simplicity we take ♦'= 1 and let (SQ., a) be an intermediate difference field.

We claim (3C, <r) is a monadic extension of (SF, a). For suppose there exist

elements s, Si, s2EG such that si and s2 are isomorphisms of (3C, a) into

(g, as~x) and thus s^ssfEH, ¿=1, 2, where TT=G(3C). For fixed s, the ele-

ment s^ss* ranges over G as sx ranges over G, for if sx~1ss* = s¡l'1ss*, then

(sxs-1)* = s~1sxsf1s implying sx = sy since only the identity is mapped into a

conjugate by the »--automorphism of G. But if s^ssfEH, so is (sih)~1s(sih)*,

hEH, and by the previous sentence H is exhausted by elements of this form.

Hence s2EsiH and (3C, <r) is a monadic of (SF, a).

Extensions of the type mentioned in (d) can be realized. For example, let

(SF, o) be an inversive difference field and let X be a generic zero of {y2 — yyi},

where y2—yyi is a difference polynomial of SF{y}. The inversive closure g of

SF(X) contains no square root of X, for otherwise a square root of X„ would be in

SF(X) for some «^0, and thusy£ = Xn would be reducible, contradicting the fact

that (SF, a) is inversive. If now 7 is a solution of y2—X in g{y}, with 72 = 77i,

then, using the fact that X and Xi are algebraically independent over SF, we

find that the Galois group G of g(y) over g is the four group. The o--automor-

phism of G leaves no element other than the identity fixed and permutes regu-

larly the three subgroups of order two.

The nature of the g¿ clearly depends on the ground field SF. Thus if SF is

extended to the intermediate field X, 9i may be a monadic or an isolated ex-

tension of (X, a) though neither was the case originally. Hence if G(3C)P\G<

= {e} or G(X)(~\Gi = G(X), then g,- is a monadic or an isolated extension of

(X, a) respectively.
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Example. Let (SF, a) be as in Example 1; let S = SF(a), where a is a sixth

root of x. Then G is the cyclic group of order six whose elements are given by

Si(a) = ««"»a (1 á * =i 6)

while G i = {si, Si} (1 ^ i ^ 6). Then each 8< is an isolated extension of the fixed

field of G¿(1 át^6), but a monadic extension of the fixed field of {si, s», s6}.
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